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finding a pet        
   

for me

A to Z



What a contest!.
I have been looking for the perfect pet.   
So my friend said, “Go to our local vet.” 
His office was filled from A to Z.
All wanted their favorite pet for me.

Vet



Letter A  argued I should take an ant.
She's climbing up an asparagus plant. 
See her running around all summer long,
Saving food for winter, so she'll be strong.

My, oh my, it is so unclear.
Is this my perfect pet I hear?
The ant is amusing but how can I know?
There are so many letters with pets to show.

Did you know?
Ant societies have division of labor, communication between
individuals, and an ability to solve complex problems.

Andre’s Art Studio



Did you know?
Most bears move into dens for a long winter sleep. They can go for 
more than 100 days without eating, drinking, urinating, or defecating.

Letter B believed I should get a bear,
A real buddy, covered in brown hair.
The busy bee gave him a bad scare, 
But he was so brave, he did not care.

My, oh my, it is so unclear.
Is this my perfect pet I hear?
The bear’s beautiful, but how can I know?
There are so many letters with pets to show.



Letter Y yearned for a yellow baboon.
He really likes to take a nap at noon.
You will never see him on the highway,
But you can go find him in Zimbabwe. 

My, oh my, it is so unclear.
Is this my perfect pet I hear?
I love them all, so I really do not know. 
How can I choose one and let the others go?

Did you know?
Yellow baboons use over 30 vocalizations: grunts, barks and screams. 
Their non-vocal gestures include yawns, lip smacking, and shoulder 
shrugging.



Zoo

Did you know?
Every zebra has a unique pattern of black and white stripes. In a herd 
of zebras, the stripes of all the zebras merge into a big mass making 
it hard for predators to single out individual animals to hunt.

Z zigzagged in with a zebra bright,
Shiny black with stripes brilliantly white.
“I have the perfect solution for you.
I will give you your own key to the zoo!"



About the book
I first started writing this book when I taught my own child, Yuli, the ABCs. I always believed that kids, 
especially at the younger ages, learn most efficiently when they are playing and having fun. I am also a 
strong believer that the learning process can be not only an educational experience but also a tool to 
strengthen the parent-child bond. With that in mind, I designed this book to develop phonological (sound) 
awareness through story, pictures, interactive activities for the child and adult reader to share. 

Making the Most of the Book

Making the Most of the book
As the story-poem progresses, each letter and the animal it presents are showcased in two stanzas that 
include words starting with the same letter as the animal. An accompanying illustration depicts the 
featured animal somewhere in the picture, often engaged in the activity described in the poem. 

One interesting fact about each animal accompanies the illustration. These facts are just the tip of the 
iceberg of interesting information, and they are mainly meant to intrigue and encourage the child to find 
out more. You can encourage further learning by offering questions like where does this animal live? what 
does he like to eat? what helps him adapt to his habitat? For example: the story mentions that Kangaroo 
jumps high. You could ask the child, “What helps kangaroos jump so high? The story also mentions kanga-
roos have a pouch to keep their babies in. You could suggest that you and the child look up what baby 
kangaroos are called (joeys). Questions could include, where do they live? Then upon learning that kanga-
roos live in central Australia, where it can be very hot and dry for weeks and where water is a precious 
commodity, you could ask what helps them survive in this habitat?  One answer will often lead to another 
question. You and your child can find out the answers together from the Internet or other sources; you 
don’t have to know everything.

Each illustration includes several other images of things, emotions, colors, actions, and numbers whose 
words start with the same featured letter. So, the picture becomes a game. Have fun with your child identi-
fying the images that start with the relevant letter. Some words are very obvious and others are harder to 
find. You might even find yourself identifying new words after you have done this activity with your child a 
few times. It is always exciting to find a new word. 

The words for each letter were chosen carefully to represent the basic, simple sounds that each letter 
makes, both the sound that says the letter’s name and a variety of other short sounds it represents. More 
complex sounds that vowels make in combination with other letters, such as the o in owl, have been 
omitted so that the child can learn the vowel’s phonetic (sound) range little by little. This will help your 
child develop phonological awareness, which is one of the bases of being able to read. 

A note about X. In nearly all the words starting with X (except when X is a prefix in words like X-ray), the X 
makes a Z sound. This can be confusing to a young child, so this book doesn’t include initial X words with Z 
sound. Later when your child is quite familiar with the book and the sounds it is introducing, you might talk 
about how X sometimes says “zzz” like Z and introduce xylophone and xeriscape.

The illustration is intended to be a launchpad to teach your child, foster curiosity, and introduce the child to 
research. For example, the illustrations can be a starting point for learning about the different places and 
cultures in the world.  You might choose a country where the animal lives and together with your child locate 
it on the map, research the climate and culture of the country, and so on. You might also teach some science 
or astronomy starting with something in the illustration that corresponds to the letter. For example, V's 
illustration shows a volcano. You could explore volcanos with your child—how volcanos are formed, where 
volcanos are found, why some are dormant and other are active, and what happens when they erupt.  This 
exploration could lead to other books or to the Internet. Similarly, each letter can be an introduction to one 
or more professions starting with the letter. This is an opportunity for a discussion about the importance of 
each profession, the training and skills needed, where the profession is performed, and value of work in 
general. Have any of the animals been characters in literature? If so, this book can lead to other books 
featuring the animal or any other topic that comes up and
interests the child.

Adding a bit of psychology and social understanding, violet Purely Critter, who is presented in each illustra-
tion, shows an emotion starting with the relevant letter (e.g., angry for A, happy for H.) You can name the 
critter with a name corresponding to the letter for that illustration and try to find answers for why he is 
feeling the way he does. Use as many relevant words for the letter as you can. For example, Leo is loathing 
that the lion is afraid of the lamb. (This is daughter Yuli’s example.) Additional ideas for activities can be 
found in Miss Yuli's Class online at www.yulisclass.com.  

Combining knowledge from different disciplines makes the learning more fun and interesting and promotes 
awareness of different fields of interest. It can also be helpful in identifying the child’s interests, so that you 
can use those interests in presenting whatever other knowledge you want to share with the child.

We hope that you and the child you read with enjoy this book.

Merav Ben oved and the Development Team at Miss Yuli's Class.
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Emotions
A angry      
B blushed 
C crying 
D dirty 
E embarrassed 
F frown/frustrated  
G grateful  
H happy  
I inspired  
J joyful 
K kiss  
L Love, laugh 
M mysterious 

N naughty   
O optimistic 
P proud 
Q quiet 
R relaxed  
S surprised  
T tired  
U upset 
V victorious 
W wink   
X excited 
Y yawn 
Z zip the mouth 


